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So make your work visible and enter the contest.
Source: IFRA
You only need to send a PowerPoint presentation

(in English or French with a maximum size 15 megabytes) describing
your project in one or more of the main areas of young reader development and its impact.

The jury will award excellence in four categories of activity:
•

NEWSPAPERS in EDUCATION (NIE) : Effective use of the
newspaper as a teaching tool

•

EDITORIAL STRATEGY : A break-through newspaper content strategy

•

PUBLIC SERVICE : An effective public service project in areas such as press freedom, literacy, youth civic involvement, etc.

•

BRAND : An innovative activity to improve a newspaper
brand's relationship with the young.

There will be one winner in each category and each laureate will also receive a prize stipend of 1 500
EUR.

The judges, members of the WAN Young Reader Committee, will take
into consideration the contribution the programme has made to the
newspaper business. This could be in terms of revenue generation, circulation, and readership growth or brand awareness. In addition, the
project will be judged on its benefits to the stated audience, for example, in education, literacy, citizenship or social responsibility. The project framework should be easily transferable to other countries and
situations.
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